
Limited realism in simulations
Simulations may lack realism, 
making it difficult for organizations 
to accurately understand or assess 
their response capabilities.

Resource intensiveness
Companies may find it challenging to allocate 
time, personnel, and resources for regular 
and realistic simulation exercises (without 
ensuring the expected end result).

Time to Mitigate
Less time, less costs.

Real-time 
breach and 
crisis simulation

The challenges

Expected outcomes

Communication breakdowns
It is not always easy for 
organizations to maintain effective 
communication, impacting the 
coordination of response efforts.

Identification of improvement areas
Without clear insights from simulations, 
companies will just miss opportunities to 
enhance their incident response performance, 
no matter the result of the assessment.

Time to Detect
Detect incidents faster!

Test your organizational security performance and see how 
your staff reacts under pressure

Time to Respond
Know what to do,
before it happens.



Deliver effective gamified 
crisis simulations!

1. Set 
relevant goals 
& objectives 
for your teams

3. Pay 
attention  
to your 
tooling

2. Add 
real-world 
rules & 
mechanics

4. Track 
progress to 
make informed 
decisions

5. Provide 
feedback & 
rewards

What if you could turn them into thrilling, edge-of-your-seat 
experiences that’ll have your team begging for more?

Master adversarial 
strategies to enable 
defensive operations
Our upskilling platform has helped 
brands like these build safer, attack-ready 
organizations.

Hack The Box solution

sales@hackthebox.com

Hacking Battlegrounds - Benchmark
Real-time cyberwar simulation works as 
a great assessment of current skills and 
methods to reinforce current security practices, 
communication, and team performance.

Table-top Exercises (TTXs) - Benchmark
Stress test your SOPs using technical data and 
focus the team’s skill development based on 
measurable results with a custom-made report 
after the simulation.

Dedicated Labs - Practice
Provides new employees the skills and tools to 
deliver daily tasks according to their job roles 
and responsibilities.

Academy for Business - Learn
Provide new employees with the skills and tools 
to deliver daily tasks according to their job roles 
and responsibilities.

Professional Labs and/or Cloud Labs - Upskill
Keep improving workforce skills with complex, 
advanced enterprise infrastructures inspired by 
the latest TTPs and technologies.


